
Angela McKevitz first became interested in fashion design as a little girl when she 
fashioned a dress from a pillowcase. She took a home-ec class in high school where 
she learned to sew. From the beginning she modified commercial patterns, 
explored fabrications and drew floats and flats of what she wanted to create. The 
inspiration for her collection, Beauteous Abandon, is derived from beauty being left 
untouched. It is solitude as vast as the ocean. The design elements were pulled 
from nature’s oceans, exploring the ebb and the flow of the tides. Chiffon, 
elaborate oelaborate organza and jacquard woven solid make up the fabrications to this 
beautiful collection. Each ornate fabric can stand alone yet they come together 
cohesively and beaucohesively and beautifully.  Angela has always been inspired by the ocean. The vast 
expansiveness of the ocean can seem so calm and lonely at times. Angela's design 
process started with the concept of a feeling. What does Beauteous Abandon 
mean? She did her best to capture the beauty, the complexity and the loneliness of 
the ocean in color and design. Flounces represent the ripples of the waves and the 
playfulness of the tides. Sheer organza and chiffon capture the liquidity and 
movement of the water and the deep blue is the heart of the ocean.  Angela 
bebelieves she will do well in the fashion industry. She wants to be able to share her 
vision of design with the world, creating art that is wearable and seen by all. Being 
a fashion design student at The Art Institute of California—San Diego has been a 
miraculous journey for Angela, and she sees it as just the beginning. 
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See http://ge.artinstitutes.edu/programoffering/369 for program duration, tuition, fees and
other costs, median debt, salary data, alumni success, and other important info.
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